Committee Members and Representative's,
I have worked in healthcare for over 12 years as a registered respiratory therapist. I worked in
healthcare BEFORE flu shots were mandated. I worked during the H1N1 pandemic, Ebola
(even though I personally never saw it) and the horrid flu season that rocked the hospitals in
2017-2018 that had a 7% mortality rate and now through the covid-19 epidemic.
https://www.cdc.gov/flu/about/burden-averted/2017-2018.htm

During all of that never have there been lockdowns, mandated masking (that we know and
has been proven by multiple peer reviewed studies don't protect anyone from a virus) and now
the possibility of yet another mandated vaccine. Experimental vaccine at that. An experimental
vaccine that has, as of this email, caused 3,401 deaths. The VAERS website has shown more
adverse reactions for this vaccine then any other. If you have trouble understanding the data
this is a fantastic lecture done by Dr. Jessica Rose that breaks it down. The research is currently
going through peer review and will be in printed.
https://youtu.be/bMY2tdFNkRU
During this past year I have seen Doctors censored and mass hysteria over a virus with a
survival rate of over 99%. I've seen the governor of Ohio instill fear and pit citizens against each
other. Masked vs unmasked. I've watched doctors be unable to prescribe cheap life saving
medication for this virus because of propaganda being released by the media and doctors
getting kickbacks from big pharma. I've watched countless people die without their family
because of draconian measures being taken by the governor and medication withheld due to
special interests. During this past year I've completely lost confidence in the Ohio government
who over stepped their authority and I've lost faith in the healthcare community as a whole. The
same community I spent tens of thousands of dollars to get an education in and to have a
career helping people and saving lives.
The WHO pushed inaccurate information and lied about human to human transmission.
https://twitter.com/WHO/status/1217043229427761152?s=19
Taiwan had told them about it.
https://twitter.com/MOHW_Taiwan/status/1248915057188024320?s=19
Our own CDC knew about it as well.
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6905e1.htm
We lost precious time and the virus spread due to their incompetence.
The FDA. The FDA stopped emergency use of hydroxychloroquine a safe and effect drug that
can be used to treat Covid-19. They also gave miseading information on ivermectin another
cheap and effective drug that can be used to treat Covid-19.
https://covid19criticalcare.com/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dnNILGajwwfhxeXWvD2mRZ5cG1wkUmVD/view?usp=drivesdk
This group of doctors includes a pulmonologist from Ohio, Dr Fred Wagshul .

The FDA participated in demonizing these cheap, widely used and FDA approved medications
while pushing through usage of experimental vaccines.
The CDC. The CDC has been an even bigger disaster. The CDC by their own admission has
not isolated the virus.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1dZCIsumUD0SbPIAFk3Y7LGCEb6MtruPB/view?usp=drivesdk ,
pg 42 second paragraph.
According to the Chinese CDC Dr. Wu Zunyou who was interviewed by NBC the virus still
hasn't been isolated. https://youtu.be/TjjA-8JXzYI
The covid PCR tests were combined with influenza A & B in August.
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/lab/testing.html
Odd how the flu all but disappeared this past year. CDC also pushed and still push the mask
propaganda.
How can I feel safe being injected with anything that is being pushed by any of these
organizations? Whether it's the yearly flu shot or a brand new experimental vaccine. How can I
know that what is being put in these vaccines is safe? Because they say so? It has been proven
during this past year the government and the alphabet health organizations do not care about
people. They have done nothing but lie and prohibit life saving information and medication for
people. There's also been zero talk of natural immunity. There's been over a hundred million
cases of people who have had this virus are naturally immune. If you could catch this virus more
than once there would have been millions of cases where people have had this twice. There are
not. Which goes to prove there is a long-term immunity just like in SARS 1 which SARS 2 has
an 80% likeliness to. The "vaccines" for covid during the randomized trials left out a huge
portion of the population. There was no safety trials done on people who have already had the
virus. I believe it is time that the government and the healthcare industry earn back the trust of
the people. In a free society adults make their own decisions. I should decide what goes into
my body without pressure, threat, coercion or reprisal. Regardless of the politics involved in
healthcare I still truly love taking care of people and I don't want to have to leave my profession
that I spent tens of thousands of dollars on because of vaccine mandates. So I ask you to vote
to pass HB248.
On another note, when I watched the first hearing of this bill I was completely disgusted by Rep
Beth Liston's questions and comments. As a doctor she should know better then to force a
medical procedure on someone. You vaccinate to protect the individual because the individual
takes on the risk. You never vaccinate an individual to protect someone else. Whether
immunocompromised or not. That is completely unethical. You're forcing someone to take a risk
for the benefit of someone else. Especially in the middle of an active pandemic. Quite honestly,
it's that exact attitude and narrative that makes people distrust not only government officials but
also healthcare workers and doctors.
Thank you, Jamie Bandura

